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The null hypothesis that the error vectors in a multivariate linear model are inde-
pendent is tested against the alternative hypothesis that they are dependent in some
specified manner. This dependence is assumed to be due to common random com-
ponents or autocorrelation over time. The testing problem is solved by classical
invariance arguments under multinormality. The most powerful invariant test
usually depends on the particular alternative and may even lack a closed form
expression. Then the locally best test is derived. The power is maximized at the null
hypothesis in the direction of some alternative. In most applications the direction
where the maximization is performed does not enter the test. Then the locally
uniformly best test exists. Several applications are outlined.  2001 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classification: 62H15.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the multivariate linear model
Y=XB+E, (1.1)
where the matrices Y and E are T_N, X is nonstochastic and T_p of rank
p, and B is p_N. The rows of the error matrix E, denoted by =$1 , ..., =$T , are
jointly multivariate normal random vectors
E(=i)=0, cov(=i , =j)=0ij , 1i, jT. (1.2)
The covariance matrix of (=$1 , ..., =$T)$ consisting of the blocks 0 ij is denoted
by 0. In the univariate case, i.e., when 0ij is a scalar |ij , King and Hillier
(1985) developed the most powerful invariant (MPI) as well as the locally
most powerful invariant (or locally best invariant, LBI) tests for the
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hypothesis that the errors are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.). They assumed that 0(%)=[|ij (%)] is a known matrix function of
%. The parameter % characterizes the correlation structure in such a way
that when %=0 the errors are i.i.d.
In this article invariance arguments are extended to multivariate
problems, the null hypothesis being that the errors in (1.2) are i.i.d. vectors
from the multivariate normal distribution N(0, 7), i.e., 0=I7 with 7 an
arbitraty N_N positive definite (p.d.) matrix. The group of transforma-
tions
Y [ YP+XA, (1.3)
where A is arbitrary ( p_N) and P nonsingular (N_N) clearly preserves
the null hypothesis. When the alternatives are also preserved under (1.3),
invariant tests are worth studying. An important consequence of invariance
is that the distributions of invariant tests do not depend on the nuisance
parameters B and 7.
The article proceeds as follows. In Section 2 the density of the maximal
invariant is derived. Then Section 3 gives general formulas for the MPI test
as well as for the LBI test. Section 4 provides a wide range of applications.
A special attention is paid to the case when 0 has a linear structure as
0=I7+R9 with R known and 9 non-negative definite (n.n.d.). It
is shown that the locally uniformly best invariant (LUBI) test exists. The
meaning of the LUBI test is that if the competing test is fixed we can find
alternatives %90 , 0%%0 , 90 n.n.d., against which the LUBI test has
larger power than the competing test. It is also seen that the classical
Wilks’s 4 and Pillai’s trace tests, developed for fixed component models,
have some optimality in random component models as well. In time series
some new tests are derived for multivariate white noise against auto-
correlation. Section 5 contains results on moments and types of asymptotic
distributions the test statistic may have under the null hypothesis. The
paper is closed by discussion of the benefits of the present approach relative
to other attempts.
In our previous article on a special stochastic trend model (see Nyblom
and Harvey, 2000, and Section 4.3 here) we have studied the linear struc-
ture 0=I7+R9 and, when 9=%7, derived the MPI and LBI tests
for %=0 against %>0. The more general results here provide a wider class
of applications and show that the LBI test is, in fact, LUBI in many cases
including that of Nyblom and Harvey (2000).
The matrices are denoted by boldfaced capitals and their elements by the
corresponding ordinary lower case letters as A=(aij). For the inverse
matrices the notation A&1=(a ij) is used. For partitioned matrices an
analogous convention is used, A=(Aij) and A
&1=(Aij).
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2. DENSITY FOR MAXIMAL INVARIANT
The first task is to find a maximal invariant. Commonly, a maximal
invariant is not unique, but it is sufficient to construct one of them because
they are equivalent in the sense that their sets of constancy coincide (see
Lehmann 1994, p. 285). We can proceed in two steps. First, a maximal
invariant under translations Y [ Y+XA is Z=N$Y, where N=(nij) is
T_M with M=T& p such that N$X=0 and N$N=I. Second, a maximal
invariant under Z [ ZP consists of the vectors
ui=W&1z i , i=N+1, ..., M, (2.1)
where W=[z1 , ..., zN] with z$i being the ith row of Z. Note that W&1 exists
with probability one when 0 is nonsingular. Finally, it is straightforward
to show that [uN+1 , ..., uM] is, indeed, a maximal invariant under the
original group (1.3). Hence all invariant tests depend only on these ui ’s.
For completeness define also ui=W
&1zi , i=1, ..., N. They are simply the
unit coordinate vectors in RN. Next we turn to the derivation of the density
for the variables in (2.1).
The vectors z1 , ..., zM are jointly multivariate normal with E(z i)=0 and
cov(zi , zj)= :
T
k=1
:
T
m=1
nkinmj 0km
=Fij , 1i, jM. (2.2)
Thus the joint density of [z1 , ..., zM] is
.(z1 , ..., zM)=(2?)&NM2 |F|&12 exp \& 12 :
M
i=1
:
M
j=1
z$iF
ijzj+ ,
where F=(Fij) and F
&1=(Fij).
Define the new vectors w1 , ..., wN , uN+1 , ..., uM , where w$1 , ..., w$N are the
rows of W. The Jacobian determinant of this transformation is clearly
| |W|M&N|=|W$W| (M&N)2.
The marginal density of [uN+1 , ..., uM] is obtained by integration
.(uN+1 , ..., uM)=(2?)&NM2 |F| &12 | |W$W| (M&N)2
exp \& 12 :
M
i=1
:
M
j=1
(Wui)$ Fij (Wu j)+ dw1 } } } dwN . (2.3)
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The exponent (apart from &12) can be written as
:
M
i=1
:
M
j=1
(Wui)$ F
ij (Wuj)= :
N
s=1
:
N
r=1
w$r _ :
M
i=1
:
M
j=1
f ijrsu iu$j& ws
= :
N
s=1
:
N
r=1
w$rArs(U) ws ,
where Fij=( f ijrs) and
Ars(U)= :
M
i=1
:
M
j=1
f ijrsui u$j , (2.4)
U$=[u1 , ..., uM]. (2.5)
In its generality (2.3) seems intractable. Special cases are treated in the
subsequent sections.
3. INVARIANT TESTS
Consider the hypotheses
H0 : 0=I7 against H1 : 0=G7 (3.1)
with G known. Plainly, these hypotheses are invariant under (1.3).
Theorem 3.1. In the multivariate linear model (1.1) with (1.2) the MPI
test for (3.1) rejects when
|E $G&1E |
|E $E |
<c, (3.2)
where
E =[I&X(X$X)&1 X$] Y (3.3)
is the residual matrix from the ordinary least squares (o.l.s.) regression and
E =[I&X(X$G&1X)&1 X$G&1] Y (3.4)
is the residual matrix from the generalized least squares (g.l.s.) regression.
Proof. Assume that the alternative hypotheses of (3.1) holds. The
covariance matrices for zi ’s in (2.2) can be now given as the Kronecker
product (N$GN)7. Since the invariant density does not depend on 7, we
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can assume without loss of generality that 7=I. Hence in (2.4) F=
(N$GN)&1I and
Ars(U)=U$(N$GN)
&1 U, if r=s,
=0, if r{s,
where U is the matrix (2.5). Integration in (2.3) gives then
.(uN+1 , ..., uT ; G) B | |W$W| (M&N)2
exp[& 12 tr[(U$(N$GN)
&1 U) W$W]] dw1 } } } dwN ,
B |U$(N$GN)&1 U| &M2.
Substituting G=I yields the density under H0 . By NeymanPearson
lemma the MPI test for (3.1) rejects when
|U$(N$GN)&1 U|
|U$U|
<c. (3.5)
The formula 33 of Rao (1973, p. 77) applied to the residual matrices (3.3)
and (3.4) yields
E =NN$Y, (3.6)
E =GN(N$GN)&1 N$Y. (3.7)
Using these expressions with U$=W&1Z$ and Z=N$Y in (3.5) shows the
equivalence of (3.5) and (3.2). K
Remark 1. Note that in a univariate case the determinant ratio reduces
to that of quadratic forms. The latter test is well known, see e.g. King and
Hillier (1985). The theorem and its proof are given in a slightly different
form in Appendix of Nyblom and Harvey (2000).
Corollary 3.2. Assume that G depends on a scalar parameter % with
G(%)&1=I&%K,
where K is known. If the column space of X is spanned by p eigenvectors of
K, then the MPI test for H0 : %=0 against H1 : %1>0 rejects when
|I&%1(E $KE )(E $E )&1|= ‘
r
k=1
(1&%1 lk)<c, (3.8)
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where the lk ’s are the non-null eigenvalues of (E $KE )(E $E )&1 their number
being r=min[N, rank(N$KN)]. The locally best invariant test for H0 : %=0
against H1 : %>0 has the rejection region
l1+ } } } +lr=tr[(E $KE )(E $E )
&1]>c. (3.9)
Remark 2. Note that besides in the univariate case N=1, (3.8) is
UMPI if rank(N$KN)=1.
Proof. The MPI test is given in (3.2) with G&1=G(%1)&1=I&%1K.
The assumption on the relationship of X and K guarantees that g.l.s. is
identical to o.l.s. (e.g., see Watson 1967). Thus
E $G(%1)&1 E =E $E &%1(E $KE )
and (3.2) is equivalent to (3.8) with r=rank(E $KE )=min[N,
rank(N$KN)]. The LBI test is obtained by noting
‘
r
k=1
(1&%1lk)=1&%1 :
r
k=1
lk+O(%21), as %1  0.
Hence (3.9) is equivalent to (3.8) for small %1 . K
In order to obtain a closed form expression for the MPI test requires
rather a specified covariance structure, cf. (3.1). Section 4 gives examples of
MPI tests. The LBI tests, however, can be developed in much more general
models.
Assume that 0ij=0ij (%; 7) with 0ij (0; 7)=$ij 7, where $ij is the
Kronecker delta
$ij =1, i=j,
=0, i{j.
Thus %=0 implies that the errors are i.i.d. Being p.d. 7 can be written as
1$1. The representation is not unique, however. The uniqueness is obtained
by taking 1 as the upper triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements
(Theorem A9.7 of Muirhead 1982, p. 592). Then all the others are generated
by S1 with S orthogonal.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that in the multivariate linear model (1.1) with
(1.2) we have 0ij=0 ij (%; 7) with 7=1$1, where 1 is determined by a rule
yielding uniqueness. Let 0ij (%; 7)=1$Gij (%) 1, where G(%)=[Gij (%)] is
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such that G(0)=I and the derivative matrices dGij (%)d% exist on [0, a) for
some a>0; at %=0 the derivatives are defined as right derivatives. Then the
LBI test for
H0 : %=0 against H1 : %>0
rejects when
B=tr(E $KE )(E $E )&1>c, (3.10)
provided that the matrix
K=\tr _dGijd% &%=0+ (3.11)
does not vanish. The matrix E consists of the o.l.s. residuals (3.3).
Remark 3. Note that under the theorem’s assumptions 0ij (0; 7)=$ ij7.
Proof. Some simplicity is gained by assuming that 1=I. The assump-
tion can be made without loss of generality, because our derivations
involve only the density of the maximal invariant, and this density is free
from 1. The LBI test has the rejection region
_ dd% log .(uN+1 , ..., uM ; %)&%=0 >c,
where . is as in (2.3) except that the dependence on % is made explicit.
Note that F&1=(Fij) as well as Ars in (2.4) depend also on %. We need
their derivatives
_ dd% F ij (%)&%=0 =Mij=(m ijrs), 1i, jM, (3.12)
_ dd% Ars(%)&%=0 =Brs= :
M
i=1
:
M
j=1
m ijrsuiu$j , 1r, sN. (3.13)
Since the differentiation under the integral sign is permissible in (2.3), we
get by a direct calculation (using 1=I)
_d log .d% &%=0 =C0&C1 |U$U| M2 | |WW$| (M&N)2 _ :
N
r=1
:
N
s=1
w$r Brsws&
exp {&12 :
N
r=1
w$r(U$U) wr= dw1 } } } dwN , (3.14)
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where C0 and C1>0 are constants. The integral can be interpreted as being
proportional to the expectation
E { |WW$| (M&N)2 _ :
N
r=1
:
N
s=1
w$rBrsws&= ,
where wr are i.i.d. from N[0, (U$U)&1]. For r{s the expectations vanish
(replace wr by &wr), and for r=s we get
E[ |WW$| (M&N)2 (w$r Brr wr)]=
1
N
:
N
s=1
E[ |W$W| (M&N)2 (w$sBrr ws)]
=
1
N
E[ |W$W| (M&N)2 tr(BrrW$W)].
Next we use the fact that W$W follows the Wishart distribution
WN(N, (U$U)&1), where the subscript N denotes the dimension of the
matrix and the other N degrees of freedom. Invoking the Wishart density
(see Anderson 1984, p. 249) we find that
E[ |W$W| (M&N)2 tr(Brr W$W)] B |U$U|&M2 E[tr(BrrT)],
where TtWN(M, (U$U)&1). Hence
E[tr(BrrT)]=M tr(Brr(U$U)&1).
Inserting these findings into (3.14) we have
_d log .d% &%=0 =C0&C$1 tr _ :
N
r=1
Brr(U$U)&1& , (3.15)
where C$1>0. From (3.12) and (3.13) we get r Brr=U$HU where
H=(tr Mij). Thus, the LBI rejects when
tr[(U$HU)(U$U)&1]<c.
Transforming back to the original variables U$=W&1Z$ and Z=N$Y we
get the test
tr(Y$NHN$Y)(Y$NN$Y)&1<c. (3.16)
At the final step it is shown that H=&N$KN which implies the equiv-
alence of (3.16) and (3.10). The definition (2.2) gives F(0)=II (again
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recall that 1=I). Then using the differentiation formula for the inverse
matrix, dF&1d%=&F&1[dFd%] F&1, we get
Mij =_dF
ij
d% &%=0 =&_
dFij
d% &%=0
=& :
T
k=1
:
T
m=1
nkinmj _dGkmd% &%=0.
Therefore by (3.11) H=(tr Mij)=&N$KN. K
Note that the result is independent of the specific choice of 1. Had
we chosen S1, then we would have got S$[dGij d%]%=0 S instead
of [dGij d%]%=0 . However, these matrices have the same trace by
orthogonality of S, and thus lead to the same test.
Remark 4. In the proof the LBI test is found by maximizing the
derivative of the power function ;$,(0) over all invariant tests ,. The for-
mula (3.15) and the steps thereafter show that K=0 implies
_d log .d% &%=0 =0.
This means that ;$,(0)=0 for all invariant ,. Not all of them are LBI,
however (cf. Lehmann 1994, pp. 5278) which means that the theorem is
useless when K=0. The next step towards the LBI test is to maximize the
second derivative ;",(0). This is, however, beyond the scope of this article.
4. APPLICATIONS
4.1. Linear Structure
Assume now that the covariance matrix (2.2) has a linear structure
0=I7+R9 (4.1)
with R=(r ij) known and 9 an unknown n.n.d. matrix. Our hypotheses are
H0 : 9=0 against H1 : 9{0, n.n.d. (4.2)
Let us first consider the subfamily 9=%7, %0, (called homogeneous
alternatives by Harvey 1989, Ch. 8). Then the hypotheses reduce to %=0
against %>0. In this subfamily 0=(I+%R)7 and consequently (3.2)
with G=I+%1 R is the MPI test for %=0 against %=%1 . The LBI test
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against homogeneous alternatives is given by (3.9) with K=R. These
results can also be found in Nyblom and Harvey (2000).
Next define another subfamily 9=%1$Q1, where Q{0 is fixed and
n.n.d., 1$1=7 and %0. Then the submatrices of 0 are 0ij=$ij1$1+
rij%1$Q1. With Gij (%)=$ ijI+%r ijQ Theorem 3.3 applies to testing %=0
against %>0. It is immediately seen that the matrix K defined in (3.11) is
(tr Q) R. Since tr Q>0, the LBI test (3.10) is equivalent to a rejection
region
tr(E $RE )(E $E )&1>c. (4.3)
As this test is independent of Q, (4.3) is the LBI test against all alternatives
of the type 9=%1Q1$, %>0. Thus, it is locally uniformly best invariant
(LUBI).
Theorem 4.1. In the multivariate linear model (1.1) with (1.2) when
0=I7+R9,
the LUBI test for the hypotheses (4.2) has the rejection region (4.3).
4.2. Mixed Effects Model
A typical example of the linear covariance structure (4.1) is the mixed
model
Y=XB+V5+E, (4.4)
where E9(T_N) and 59(q_N) are independent random matrices their
rows being i.i.d. from N(0, 7=) and N(0, 7!), respectively. The matrix
V9(T_q) consists of known coefficients. Now the linear structure (4.1)
obtains with R=VV$ and 9=7! .
The MPI test for 7!=0 against 7!=%1 7= , %1>0, is (3.2) with
G=I+%1VV$. The following theorem shows that Wilks’s 4 test (Rao
1973, Ch. 8c) is the limit of the MPI tests.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that rank[X, V]<T in the mixed model (4.4).
The MPI test for 7!=0 against 7!=%17= , as %1  , is equivalent to
Wilks’s 4 for the hypothesis 5=0, against 5{0, 5 fixed.
Proof. Using (3.7) with G(%1)=I+%1 VV$ we get
E $G(%1)&1 E =Y$N(I+%1 N$VV$N)&1 N$Y. (4.5)
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By the assumption the rank of N$VV$N is less than M=T&rank(X).
Define the matrices S0 and S1 consisting of the normalized eigenvectors of
N$VV$N such that S0 corresponds to the zero eigenvalues and S1 to the
positive eigenvalues. Then
lim
%1  
(I+%1N$VV$N)&1=S0S$0=I&S1S$1 .
Applying this to (4.5) we find the limit
Y$N(I&S1 S$1) N$Y=E $E &Y$NS1S$1 N$Y. (4.6)
Since X and NS1 are orthogonal the expression (4.6) is the residual sum of
squares and products matrix when Y is regressed on [X, NS1]. It is easily
shown that the column spaces of the matrices [X, NS1] and [X, V] are
identical. Hence (4.6) is the residual sum of squares and products matrix of
the model (4.4) when 5 is treated fixed. Denote the residual matrix from
this fixed model by E 1 . Then
E $1E 1=E $E &Y$NS1S$1N$Y (4.7)
The MPI test, as %1  , rejects when
lim
%1  
|E $G(%1)&1 E |
|E $E |
=
|E $1E 1|
|E $E |
<c.
This coincides with Wilks’s 4 for the hypothesis 5=0 (Rao 1973,
p. 551). K
The LUBI test is given by (4.3) with R=VV$, i.e.,
tr(E $VV$E )(E $E )&1>c. (4.8)
In addition to Wilks’s 4 there are number of competing tests in the fixed
effects models, one of them is Pillai’s trace test shown to be locally optimal
by Schwartz (1967).
Theorem 4.3. If the positive eigenvalues of N$VV$N are all equal, then
the LUBI test (4.8) is equivalent to Pillai’s trace test for the hypothesis
5=0, against 5{0, 5 fixed.
Proof. If the positive eigenvalues of N$VV$N are all equal, then E $VV$E
is proportional to the matrix
Y$NS1S$1N$Y=E $E &E $1E 1,
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where E 1 is defined in (4.7). Thus (4.8) is equivalent to
tr[(E $E &E $1E 1)(E $E )&1]>c,
This test is seen to be Pillai’s trace test (Pillai, 1955). K
4.2.1. Balanced one-way random effects. A simple special case of (4.4) is
the balanced one-way random effects model with q groups each having n
observation vectors. Then VV$ is a block diagonal matrix. The blocks con-
sists of square n_n matrices of ones. Assume that there are no fixed effects
(apart from the mean +). Since (I+%VV$)&1=I&%(1+n%) VV$ and the
column of ones is an eigenvector of VV$, then the g.l.s. estimator for + is
simply the grand mean vector y . The MPI test against a homogeneous
alternative 7!=%17= is given by (3.8) with K=VV$ and %1 replaced by
%1 (1+n%1). Let yij be the response vector of the jth case in the ith group,
and denote the group means by y i , i=1, ..., q. After some algebra the MPI
test may be written in the form
} I& n%11+n%1 CT&1}<c, (4.9)
where
C= :
q
i=1
n(y i&y )(y i&y )$,
T= :
q
i=1
:
n
j=1
(yij&y )(y ij&y )$. (4.10)
Wilks’s 4 is obtained as the limit, %1  , of (4.9). Note that the number
of nonzero eigenvalues of CT&1 equals to min(q&1, N). Hence in the
univariate case (N=1, see Lehmann 1994, pp. 418422) as well as in the
two groups case (q=2) we have the uniformly most powerful invariant test
against homogeneous alternatives. The latter test is easily found to be
equivalent to Hotelling’s T 2, the optimal test also in the fixed effects model.
The LUBI test (4.8) takes the form
tr CT&1>c, (4.11)
as
E $VV$E =n2 : (y i&y )(y i&y )$.
The test is Pillai’s trace test in the corresponding fixed effect model.
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Das and Sinha (1987, 1988) have proved that (4.9) is the MPI test
against a homogeneous alternative and that (4.11) is LBI against
homogeneous alternatives. The result that the latter is, in fact, LUBI seems
to be new.
4.2.2. Unbalanced one-way random effects. Let the group sizes be
n1 , ..., nq . Then VV$ is block diagonal, the blocks being now ni _ni matrices
of ones. The MPI test against a homogeneous alternative 7!=%17= is
given by (3.2) with G=I+%1VV$. Since its inverse is no longer linear the
MPI test is more complicated. After a straightforward but somewhat
tedious algebra the test may be written as
|I&C(%1) T&1|<c,
where
C(%1)= :
q
i=1
n2i %1
1+%1ni
(y i&y )(y i&y )$
&\ :
q
i=1
ni
1+%1ni+
&1
\ :
q
i=1
ni
1+%1ni
(y i&y )+\ :
q
i=1
ni
1+%1 ni
(y i&y )$+
and T is the matrix of total sums of squares and products (4.10). When
n1= } } } =nq , we get (4.9). If %1  , Wilks’s 4 criterion is obtained. As
in the balanced case with q=2 the test is UMPI, and equivalent to
Hotelling’s T 2, against homogeneous alternatives.
Since now
E $VV$E =: n2i (y i&y )(y i&y )$
the LUBI test has the rejection region
tr _\ :
q
i=1
n2i (y i&y )(y i&y )$+ T&1&>c. (4.12)
It is no more equivalent to Pillai’s trace test which uses the weights ni
instead of their squares.
The correspondence between the univariate MPI test as %1   and the
fixed effect F-test is given already by Spjo% tvoll (1967), and Das and Sinha
(1987) have shown that the univariate version of (4.12) is LBI.
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4.3. Stochastic Trend
Nyblom and Harvey (2000) considered the time series model
yi =+i+=i
(4.13)
+i =+i&1+!i , i=1, ..., T,
where the =i ’s and !i ’s are all mutually independent from N(0, 7=) and
N(0, 7!), respectively (see also Harvey 1989, Ch. 8). Treating the initial
value +0 fixed the model (4.13) is, indeed, a special case of the (4.4) with
vij being 0 or 1 depending on whether i> j or i j.
Because the residuals under 7!=0 are simply deviations from the mean,
E $VV$E = :
T
j=1 \ :
j
i=1
(y i&y )+\ :
j
i=1
(y i&y )$+ . (4.14)
Denote this matrix by C. Then the LUBI test (4.8) can be written as
tr CT&1>c, (4.15)
where
T= :
T
i=1
(yi&y )(y i&y )$.
The inner sums in (4.14) should run backwards, but because the deviations
from the mean add to zero we can use the forward sums as well. The model
(4.13) may be extended to include a linear trend by rewriting
+i=;++i&1+!i , i=1, ..., T.
Then the matrices C and T are defined in terms of least squares residuals
from the regression on constant and time rather than on constant only.
The properties of this test is explored in detail by Nyblom and Harvey
(2000) with and without linear trend. Among other things they showed
that (4.15) is LBI against homogeneous alternatives. From the results here
we can deduce that it is LUBI. The univariate problem is treated already
by Nyblom and Ma kela inen (1983) and Nyblom (1986).
4.4. Seemingly Unrelated AR and MA Series
Let each column of Y obey the same AR(1) model, i.e., we have for the
rows y$i of Y
yi&+=,(yi&1&+)+=i , i=2, ..., T;
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where =i tN(0, 7) independently, i=1, ..., T. In order to achieve stationarity
assume that
y1 tN(0, (1&,2)&1 7).
If we define G=[(1&,2)&1 (, |i& j |)], 1i, jN, then the structure
0=G7 obtains.
An easy calculation shows that G&1=(1+,2) I&,A&,2C, where A
has ones on the first subdiagonals above and below the main diagonal and
zeros elsewhere, and C has ones in the upper left and lower right corners
and zeros elsewhere. Following Anderson (1948) (see also Durbin and
Watson, 1950 and 1971) the matrix G&1 can be approximated by
(1+,2) I&,(A+C). Note also that X is now the column of ones and
clearly an eigenvector of A+C. Thus using this modified matrix we get an
approximately MPI test for ,=0 against ,>0. After simplification the test
is given as
|(1&2%) S0+%D|
|S0 |
= ‘
N
k=1
(1&2%+%lk)<c,
where %=,(1+,2) and
S0= :
T
i=1
(y i&y )(yi&y )$,
D= :
T
i=2
(yi&yi&1)(y i&yi&1)$.
The lk ’s are the eigenvalues of DS
&1
0 . This test is a multivariate version of
the celebrated DurbinWatson test against positive autocorrelation. Unfor-
tunately the multivariate extension depends on % and thus basically on ,.
A slightly different test is obtained if we ignore ,2C (also discussed by
Anderson, 1948) and continue to estimate + by the sample mean instead of
the generalized least squares. This approximation then yields
|S0&%(S1+S$1)|
|S0 |
= ‘
N
k=1
(1&2%lk*)<c, (4.16)
where
Sj= :
T
i= j+1
(yi&y )(yi& j&y )$, j=0, 1, ... , (4.17)
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and the lk*’s are the eigenvalues of
1
2 (S1+S$1) S
&1
0 . The approximate rela-
tionship lk &2(1&lk*) holds. Assume that the eigenvalues are ordered
l1* } } } l*N . Then the maximal property of the eigenvalues (see e.g., Rao
1973, p. 62) allow the interpretation that l1* is the maximal autocorrelation
of any linear combination a$yi , l2* is the second largest autocorrelation of
any linear combination b$yi that is uncorrelated at the zero lag with the
linear combination having the maximal correlation. The third and subse-
quent eigenvalues are interpreted in an analogous way.
The LBI test for ,=0 against ,>0 is obtained from (4.16) by differen-
tiation. The test rejects when
tr[ 12 (S1+S$1) S
&1
0 ]= :
N
k=1
lk*>c. (4.18)
Against negative alternatives ,<0 the inequality sign in (4.18) is reversed.
In the simple AR(q) model
yi&+=,(y i&q&+)+=i i=q+1, ..., T;
the tests for ,=0 against ,>0 are derived along the above lines, e.g., the
LBI test rejects when
tr[ 12 (Sq+S$q) S
&1
0 ]>c. (4.19)
In the simple MA(q) model
yi=++=i+#=i&q , i=1, ..., T;
the LBI tests for #=0 against #>0 are the same as those in a simple AR(q)
model. The inequality is reversed in (4.19) against negative autocorrelation
of order q.
If we have in addition to + some explanatory variables present the tests
(4.19) continue to be LBI when the matrices Sj in (4.17) are defined in
terms of least squares residuals. Harvey (1989, p. 443444) has suggested a
test for multivariate white noise that is based on the sum of squares
:
P
j=1
[tr[ 12 (Sj+S$j) S
&1
0 ]]
2
for some P. As an omnibus test it seems to be useful if the sign of the
autocorrelation of a$yi at lag j does not depend on a.
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4.5. Multivariate AR and MA Models
Let yi , i=1, ..., T, obey a multivariate MA(1) scheme with
cov(yi , yi& j)=7j , j=0, \1. Take 1 such that 70=1$1 and set the null
hypothesis as 71=0. Then Theorem 3.3 yields the LBI test against the
alternatives 71=%1$Q1, %>0, with Q given. Since 7&1=7$1 , we have in
the notation of Theorem 3.3 that
Gii =I,
Gi, i+1=%Q$,
Gi, i&1=%Q,
Gij =0, otherwise.
Hence K=(tr Q) A, where A is defined as in Section 4.4. Depending on
whether tr(Q)>0 or <0, the LBI test rejects as
tr[ 12 (S1+S$1) S
&1
0 ]
>
< c. (4.20)
Although the test depends on the sign of tr(Q), we have (different) LUBI
tests against the alternative 71+7$1 is n.n.d. as well as against 71+7$1 is
n.p.d. If tr(Q)=0, we are in the situation of Remark 4.
Suppose now that the series yi , i=1, 2, ..., is from a stationary multi-
variate AR(1) process with 8 being the matrix of autoregressive coef-
ficients. Then, for j=0, 1, 2, ..., cov(yi , yi& j)=7j=8 j 70 , and 7& j=7$j . As
before, take 1 such that 70=1$1. Write 8=%1$Q1$&1, %>0, Q fixed. In
the notation of Theorem 3.3, for i j, Gij=%i& j 1$Qi& j 1, Gji=G$ij . We
find that the test (4.20) is LBI for %=0 against %>0 also in AR(1) models.
The conclusions from the cases tr(Q)>0, =0, <0 are made as in MA(1)
models.
In practice we are often testing for the presence of autocorrelation
without assuming any specific model. It is clear that (4.20) is of limited
interest in these cases. One simple remedy is to use squared eigenvalues
from (4.18) as
:
N
k=1
l*2k =tr[
1
2 (S1+S$1) S
&1
0 ]
2>c.
The other slightly different test is obtained by using the sum of the squared
canonical correlations
tr[S1S&10 S$1S
&1
0 ]>c.
Discussion and references to testing for the multivariate white noise can be found
e.g., in Harvey (1989, pp. 443445) and in Lu tkepohl (1991, Section 4.4).
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5. MOMENTS AND ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS
We now briefly discuss the distributional properties of (3.10) under the
null hypothesis. Write E =NN$Y as in (3.6). Then E $KE =Y$NN$KNN$Y.
Since N is suborthogonal, N$N=I, the rows of N$Y are independent and
distributed as N(0, 7). Then after an appropriate orthogonal transforma-
tion diagonalizing N$KN we can write
E $E = :
M
j=1
vjv$j ,
E $KE = :
M
j=1
*jM vj v$j ,
where *1M } } } *MM are the eigenvalues of N$KN, and vj tN(0, 7)
independently for j=1, ..., M. Furthermore,
B=tr(E $KE )(E $E )&1
= :
M
k=1
*kM v$k \ :
M
j=1
vj v$j+
&1
vk (5.1)
= :
M
k=1
*kM BkM . (5.2)
Since the distribution of B does not depend on 7 we can assume, as before,
that 7=I. It is easily seen that Mk=1 BkM=N yielding N*MMBN*1M .
Further, the joint distribution of the variables BkM is permutationally
invariant, i.e., any subset of size k is distributed as (B1M , ..., BkM).
An easy calculation gives that
1&v$k \ :
M
j=1
v jv$j +
&1
vk=
|(Mj=1 vjv$j)&vkv$k |
|Mj=1 vjv$j |
=
|Mj{k vjv$j |
|Mj=1 vj v$j |
.
From Rao [1973, (xi) on p. 540] we find that the last determinantal ratio
is Beta[ 12 (M&N),
1
2 N]. Hence BkM tBeta[ 12 N, 12 (M&N)]. Denoting
UkM=BkM&NM and using the constraint Mk=1 UkM=0 and we easily
find equations for the first three moments
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E(U1M)=0,
E(U1M U2M)=&
E(U 21M)
M&1
,
E(U 21M U2M)=&
E(U 31M)
M&1
,
E(U1M U2M U3M)=
2E(U 31M)
(M&2)(M&1)
.
The beta distribution yields
E(U 21M)=
2N(M&N)
M(M+2)
,
E(U 31M)=
8N(M&N)(M&2N)
M3(M+2)(M+4)
.
Finally we obtain the moments
E _ :
M
k=1
*kMBkM&= NM :
M
k=1
*kM=N* M ,
var _ :
M
k=1
*kMBkM&= 2N(M&N)(M&1) M(M+2) :
M
k=1
(*kM&* M)2,
E _ :
M
k=1
*kMBkM&N* M&
3
=
8N(M&N)(M&2N)
(M&2)(M&1) M(M+2)(M+4)
:
M
k=1
(*kM&* M)3.
These may be useful in approximating the distribution of (5.2). Durbin and
Watson (1971) have made some comparisons in the case N=1. Note that
the moments can be derived without knowledge of the eigenvalues, for
:
M
k=1
* rkM=tr(N$KN)
r=tr(NN$K)r
=tr[(I&X(X$X)&1 X$) K]r, r=1, 2, ... .
Different types of asymptotic distributions can arise. By the Lindeberg
condition the central limit theorem applies if
lim
M  
max1kM (*kM&* M)2
Mk=1 (*kM&* M)
2 =0 (5.3)
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yielding
M[tr(E $KE )(E $E )&1&N* M]
- 2N Mk=1 (*kM&* M)2
w
d N(0, 1).
In cases when (5.3) fails it is often true that for some r>0
lim
M  
M&r*kM=*k , uniformly for k=1, 2, ...
with k=1 |*k |<. Then
M&r+1 tr(E $KE )(E $E )&1 wd :

k=1
*k x2k ,
where the variables x2k t/2(N) and are independent. Some special cases are
studied by Nyblom (1989) and Nyblom and Harvey (2000). If k=1 |*k |=
, but k=1 *
2
k<, then
M&r+1[tr(E $KE )(E $E )&1&N* M] w
d :

k=1
*k(x2k&N).
6. DISCUSSION
It has been seen that classical invariance approach yields tests of a prac-
tical value for covariance structures in a multivariate linear model. Most
notably the LUBI test often exists. Nevertheless, there are also other
approaches that deserve comments. The following reveals their inherent
difficulties.
The multivariate linear model (1.1) under the null hypothesis of i.i.d.
errors has nuisance parameters B and 7 that are eliminated by requiring
invariance with respect to the group (1.3). There is, however, a smaller
group for the same end. Since 7 is p.d. an upper triangular matrix 1 with
positive diagonal elements exists such that 7=1$1. Hence we can restrict
the post-multiplication matrices P in (1.3) to the group of upper triangular
matrices with positive diagonal elements. Invariance under this smaller
group, G+ say, is sufficient to eliminate the nuisance parameters. Further-
more, the set of invariant tests becomes larger offering possibilities for more
powerful tests.
It is easy to derive a maximal invariant in G+. Let Z=N$Y be as in
Section 3 before. Then there is a unique factorization (Theorem A9.8 of
Muirhead 1982, p. 592) Z=UT, where T is the unique upper triangular
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matrix having positive elements on its diagonal and satisfying Z$Z=T$T
and the columns of U are orthonormal, i.e., U$U=I. The matrix U is a
maximal invariant. When the covariance structure is as in (3.1), one could
derive the density of the maximal invariant and along the lines presented
by Das and Sinha (1988). Unfortunately the most powerful as well as the
LBI test against homogeneous alternatives suffer from a serious drawback.
They are fairly complicated and in addition, they depend on the order of
the columns of Y. One could remedy the latter nuisance by demanding
invariance also with respect to the group of permutations. Das and Sinha
(1988) pursued this line of argument for the random MANOVA models.
The resulting test, however, continues to be very complicated.
One could also try to employ the concept of similarity (see Lehmann
1994, pp. 140145). The invariant tests developed in Section 3 are similar,
but they do not exhaust all similar tests. Let us decompose Y in a one-to-
one manner as (X$Y, T, U), where T and U are as before. Under H0 the
part (X$Y, T) is complete and sufficient for (B, 7). Hence all similar tests
possess Neyman structure and the most powerful similar test is obtained
through conditional distributions of U given (X$Y, T). As shown in the pre-
vious paragraph U is a maximal invariant in G+. Hence its distribution
does not depend on (B, 7). By Basu’s theorem (Lehmann 1994, p. 191) U
is then stochastically independent of (X$Y, T) under H0 . This implies that
all similar tests are based on U. Hence the set of similar tests coincides with
the tests that are invariant w.r.t. G+.
In principle also the common large sample tests, likelihood ratio test,
Wald’s test and score test, are applicable. Since in many applications the null
hypothesis lies on the boundary of the parameter space, the first two are
expected to lead extreme distributional difficulties. But the third one may
be tried. In order to be specific assume that we have the linear covariance
structure (4.1). Let 7=1$1, where 1=1(7) is defined in some unique
manner, e.g., it may be the upper triangular matrix with positive diagonal
elements or it may be the p.d. square root of 7. Then consider the alter-
natives 9=%1$Q1 with a given Q. Differentiate the log-likelihood at %=0
and replace the nuisance parameters B and 7 by their MLE’s under H0 .
These lead to the expression
const.+
T
2
tr[1 &1Q1 $&1E $RE ],
where 1 =1(7 ) and 7 =T &1E $E . Note that the test depends on Q and is
generally different from the LUBI test. In a univariate case the score test
coincides with the LBI test, but in a genuinely multivariate model this is
no more true. With a given Q a similar test is obtained, if we choose 1 as
the upper triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements.
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